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Executive Summary

Who Are Using Pixiv? 
Pixiv.net is an online art community where illustrators 

and  and art enthusiasts are connected together, enjoying 
submitting, browsing, and talking about countless artworks. 
Its slogan is “It’s fun drawing!”

Audience
Pixiv’s target audience are young Japanese Anime/Com-

ic/Game fans and the site focuses on their needs of sharing 
their fan art or original art or fan fictions. Its main target con-
tributors are professional or amateur illustrators, cartoonists 
and enthusiasts, as well as light novel writers and readers. 
Most users are Japanese fans of Anime, Comic and video 
games (ACG), who contribute a large amount of fan arts and 
original arts. Although Pixiv’s service is only in Japan, but the 
number of audience from overseas is increasing.  

Business Model
Pixiv’s online and offline business strategies contribute 

to its success in supporting itself and branding. Pixiv sup-
ports itself in several ways: in-site advertising, offline events, 
publishing and user fees. These business strategies have 
greatly promoted the brand of Pixiv and expended its influ-
ence in both online and offline world. In all, Pixiv’s business 
strategies stretch its service from web to the real world, then 
multiply the impact on the web. 

User Contributions
As an online community for artists, writers and enthusi-

asts, high-quality illustrations, manga, and novels generated 
by user themselves is the most important user contribution. 
Rating and Tag is an important feature contributed by users 
on Pixiv, which enable images to be organized, grouped, or 
ranked by their qualities and contents.The huge amount of 
tags on Pixiv not only build the backbone of the site, making 
it easier for users to search for artworks, but also provide 
valuable Japanese comic culture clues. Pixiv Encyclopedia 
enables users to create / edit articles for tags to help other 
users know more about the meaning, background and the 
context of the tags, which are very helpful for newcomer so-
cialization. 

There are many motivations and sociotechnical process-

es associated with user commitment, contribution and inter-
actions on the site. Rich performance feedbacks on Pixiv, 
such as rating, bookmarks, are very motivating for users. 
Regularly organizing official events/contests on certain topic 
or festivals is another method that Pixiv encourages user 
contribution. There are also everlasting illustration-based 
project such as Pixiv Fantasia organized by Pixiv to encour-
age original artwork contributed to the site. Although Pixiv 
is called illustration SNS, it works differently with Facebook, 
and to some extend it is more like a combination of Pinterest 
and Twitter. Pixiv connects users’ activities with activities of 
their favorite users and “my Pixiv“ through illustration-based 
feed.

User Interactions
Among all the user interactions on Pixiv, the communi-

cations within Pixiv Groups are the most outstanding and 
can fully display the unique value of Pixiv as an illustration 
SNS. The great amount of groups on Pixiv has greatly en-
riched the communication between users. Highly engaged 
interactions happen frequently between skilled artists and 
amateurs who need advice for their works, or need answers 
to specific questions about drawing tools or drawing tech-
niques. Users can insert in-site illustrations on Pixiv, directly 
upload local image files, or use the tool “scribble” embedded 
in the input box. The different ways of communication based 
on illustrations meet different types of user‘s need, such 
as self-promoting, getting advice and suggestions for their 
works, learning from other users, and organizing the groups. 
Pixiv never lack newcomers because its strong Japanese 
comic-style and distinctive audience focus. Positive initial in-
teractions in Pixiv groups in the form of greeting posts, the 
system of Rookie ranking and the helpful Pixiv Encyclopedia 
are three ways that help new users socialize on the site.

Copyright Concern
At last, as for term of user, copyright problem is always 

a main concern for illustration SNS like Pixiv. The easiness 
for people to save high resolution illustrations make the art-
works vulnerable to modifying, distributing online, and re-
printing.
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Section1: Audience

Who Are Using Pixiv? 
Pixiv’s target audience are young Japanese Anime/Comic/Game 
fans and the site focuses on their  needs of sharing their fan art or 
original art or fan fictions.

Pixiv.net is an online art community where illustrators 
and  art enthusiasts are connected together, enjoying sub-
mitting, browsing, and talking about countless artworks. Its 
slogan is “It’s fun drawing!” while its Japanese slogan means 
“A place where drawing becomes more enjoyable”. Pixiv 
was launched in September, 2007, and it became popular 
instantly. The number of users reached 10,000 in the first 
month. The website got extremely popular that new regis-
trations were forced to temporarily close in December 2008 
(it resumed in the same month)[1]. In June 2009, just two 
years after launch, the number reached 1 million. In 2012, 
the registered users broke 5 million. Now the 5.5-year-old 
e-community has more than 6 million users[2] (See Figure1). 
In addition to the high number of users, the average page 
view per user is also high. Now the site has over 29 million 
submissions and 3.3 billion monthly page views[3].Pixiv is 
owned by Pixiv.Inc, which is headquatered in Shibuya, To-
kyo, Japan.

Pixiv’s main target contributors are professional or ama-
teur illustrators, cartoonist and enthusiasts, as well as light 
novel writers and readers. Most users are Japanese fans 
of anime, comic and video games (ACG), who contribute a 
large amount of fan arts and original arts. The target audi-
ence and contributor characteristics are obvious on the site 
from its appearance and visual signs. As the homepage is 
viewed when not logged in, a lot of Japanese comic-style 
illustrations are previewed as thumbnails, with a bunch of 
popular tags in Japanese at the bottom when scrolling down 
(See Figure2). After logged in, the homepage will show the 
newest events or contest announcements, most of which 
are ACG related. The section “new submissions from every-
one” will show 6 newest illustrations’ thumbnails (See Fig-
ure3). On the right, the advertisement for Pixiv Comic and 
the magazine covers are eye-catching and make you realize 
the main target audience are Japanese comic fans. In all, 
Pixiv is moving briskly on its own momentum, riding the sub-
culture of Japanese comic-style illustrations.

Pixiv has successfully targeted its audience and filled in 
the gap in the Japanese market that there was no Japa-
nese comic-style illustration-sharing social network website. 
Although there already had been a similar online art commu-
nity deviantART since 2000, it was mainly American comic-
style, not known by Japanese, and English only. Japan is 
well known by its strong culture and large market of anime, 

Figure1: Increase of the number of Pixiv registered us-
ers and the PV per month

Figure2: The top page before users log in
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manga and video games. According to Pixiv CEO Katagiri, 
when Pixiv just kicked off, they thought the market size of 
manga fans would be about 500 thousand people. But it 
turned out to be 6 million people now[4]. Within the manga 
market, there are countless professional artists, illustrators 
and art enthusiasts as well as amateurs, who have great 
needs to display their artworks,communicate and learn from 
each other. According to the Uses and Gratifications (U&G) 
theory, users actively seek particular media with the goal of 
gratifying an existing need [5].The great needs from the tar-
get users drive them to contribute on Pixiv.net, and the grati-
fications they sought from the site continually encourage 
their performance to further achieve their requirements.In 
all, Pixiv has perfectly focused on the target audience, and 
these early adopters promoted the site in word-of-mouth, 
which contributed to the soaring of its user number.

Pixiv’s major users, who constitute 55% of the user base, 
are young people who are between the age of 20-30. The 
second largest user group, who takes up 23% of the user 
base, consists of teenagers who are between the age of 10-
20. (See Figure4) One third of the total users are students[6]. 

Currently, Pixiv’s service is only in Japan, but the number 
of audience from overseas is increasing.  According to the 
data from alexa.com, about 8.9% visitors are from countries 
other than Japan, in which 2.5% visitors are from mainland 
China, 1.6% from Taiwan, China, and 1.7% visitors are from 
United States (See Figure5). There are also many visitors 
from Korea and European countries. Due to the high number 
of hits on the websites from other countries, the internation-
alization of Pixiv continues, and now it supports Japanese, 
Chinese(simple & Tradition), English, Korean, French, Rus-
sian, Thai and Spanish.
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Figure3: The homepage after users log in

Mainland China: 2.5%
Japan: 91.1%
Taiwan: 1.6%

U.S: 1.6%

Other countries: 2.2%

Figure5: Pixiv Audience Geographical Characteristics

Figure4:  Pixiv audience age
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Pixiv’s online and offline business strategies contribute to its suc-
cess in supporting itself and branding.

How Does Pixiv Support Itself? 

It is necessary for an online community to support itself through a business model. An important reason that make Pixiv 
successful is that the site has explored multiple online and offline business strategies to extend the brand influences as 
well as making profit. Pixiv began to make money in 2009[7]. Pixiv supports itself in several ways: in-site advertising, offline 
events, publishing and user fees (Pixiv Premium).  The company doubled revenues to about $8 million (600 million Yen) in 
its the fiscal year ended in June,2011. Katagiri expected to do $13 million in revenues in 2012, mostly from advertising on 
the site[8].

Firstly, online advertising is an important source of in-
come for Pixiv. There are a lot of advertisements on the site, 
including banner ads, text ads, and sponsored ads. Most of 
the ads on the webpages are Pixiv branding relevant, such 
as Pixiv Comic, Pixiv Touch, Pixiv Zingaro and so on (See 
Figure6). Pixiv maximums the advertising avenue from Ama-
zon.co.jp in various ways. 

It’s worth mentioning that Pixiv doesn’t introduce myriad 
of goods evenly on each page, instead, it converges goods 
together and advertise them in one page (See Figure7). Us-
ers can see a lot of Amazon’s affiliate links when they go 
to the advertising Archives on footer of the page, or go to a 
tag entry on Pixiv Encyclopedia, where users collaboratively 
generate articles for tags. Pixiv Recommend goods related 
to the tag content. Since there are many users who prefer to 
buy many other relevant goods in addition to what they aim 
to buy, Pixiv provides discounts to encourage this kins of 
behavior to increase the affiliate revenue. Also, Pixiv offers 
discount for goods that fit the target audience well, such as 
Hatsune Miku (Japanese virtual singer idol) related goods, 
character drawing guides, Pixiv related books/magazines 
and so on. Pixiv CEO Takanari Katagiri said “It’s better to 
recommend the goods earlier than anyone else, and users 
won’t care much about price if the goods fit the target cus-
tomers well.” Indeed, figures with very high price also sell 
very well[9]. Pixiv is trying to build a system that shows the 
advertisement in an appropriate place and time. On Pixiv 
Touch, the smartphone version of the site, there are 4-5 
commercial text ads by Google on every page.

Advertising:
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“It’s better to recommend the goods earlier than anyone else, and users won’t care much 
about price if the goods fit the target customers well.”    -- Takanari Katagiri , Pixiv CEO 

Figure6: Advertisements on Pixiv.

Figure7: Pixiv recommends goods related to the tag 
contents and converges goods together, advertising 

them in one page.
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Pixiv did a lot to stretch out its service to offline events, expend 
the brand’s influence and get profit. The initial offline event “Pixiv 
Festa” originated from the idea of “Pixiv in Real World”. It was a 
design-festa-gallery event held in Harajuku, Shibuya. Artworks from 
different artists were displayed in A1 size with comment columns 
and tags. Audience could vote for their favorite artworks, leave com-
ments and so on. Although Pixiv Festa was only held five times, it 
offered a possible business model to enlarge the influence of online 
community to real world and make profits (See Figure8).

Other offline events organized by Pixiv included fan art book sell-
ing market “Pixiv Market” and workshop “Pixiv Creation” and so on, 
which enable creators and artists to communicate with each other, 
publish or produce their works. Furthermore, Pixiv is cooperating with 
the Japanese artist management company “Kaikai Kiki” to produce 
“Pixiv Zingaro”[10], a gallery characterized with a series of regular of-
fline art exhibitions. The themes of exhibitions include certain artists, 
anime, manga, video games or artifacts, and audience can purchase 
illustrations, art books, manga, and goods related to the exhibitions 
(See Figure9).

These offline events have greatly promoted the brand of Pixiv 
and expended its influence in both online and offline world. In all, 
Pixiv’s business strategies have stretched its service from web to the 
real world, then multiplied the impact on the web. These strategies 
have not only supported Pixiv financially, but also have helped it with 
internationalization, since more and more events are planned and 
held in countries around the world.

Figure9: Pixiv Zingaro. http://anime.japant-
wo.com/2011/08/09/456/

Figure10: The publishing of Pixiv. http://
www.dannychoo.com/post/en/26592/

Pixiv+Office+Tour.html

Pixiv users can purchase Pixiv Premium either through Monthly 
Payment for 525 yen or through Ticket Payment, which is 1575 yen 
for 3 months and 3150 for 6 months. Pixiv Premium features enable 
users to submit, browse and manage illustrations or mangas in a 
more convenient and customized way.

Publishing also brings great benefit to Pixiv as well. Every year 
Pixiv chooses about 200 popular artists on the site, collect some of 
their works into the Pixiv Yearbook and publishes them. Also, the 
Quarterly Pixiv, which contains interviews with popular artists / il-
lustrators, and tutorial articles on illustrations and drawings. A new 
publishing Pixiv.Make has just started. The expending publishing ac-
tivities indicates that Pixiv is gaining profit from it, and it is sustaining 
the site itself (See Figure10).
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Publishing:

User Fees:

Offline Events:

Figure8: Pixiv Festa. http://japan.cnet.com/
news/media/20389070/
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How Does Pixiv Works Based 
on User Contribution?

As an online community for artists, writers and enthusi-
asts, high-quality contents generated by user themselves is 
the most important user contribution. Almost every second 
there will be a new submission appears on the home page, 
but since users have very different levels of drawing or writ-
ing skills, the submitted content is not always in high-quality. 
However, there are still tons of amazing artworks done by 
professionals and amateurs. Sometimes amateurs’ works 
are as good as or even better than professional works (See 
Figure11). Users can submit JPEG, GIF or PNG images/il-
lustrations up to 8MB in size, or submit manga in a zip file 
up to 30MB in size, or submit novels in text boxes (See Fig-
ure12). The user contribution on Pixiv is constant, in large 
quantity and overall in high-quality, which is the key to its 
great success in Japan and around the world.

Rating is another important user contribution on Pixiv. 
For each work, users can rate on a scale of 1-10 stars, and 
for the same work one user can only vote once in a day, but 
the total number of rating is unlimited. Works with top 500 
scores will enter the ranking pages, and the top 3 works will 
appear on the home page. 

There are many ranking algorithms on Pixiv. Based on 
the total score and the submission date, the ranking is di-
vided into daily ranking, weekly ranking, and monthly rank-
ing. Based on the skills of the artist, the content of work and 
gender of viewers, the overall ranking can also be sorted by 
Rookie, Original, Popular Among Males and Popular Among 
Females (See Figure13). For each type of submission (Illus-
tration, Manga and Novels), there are only rankings of Daily, 
Weekly, Monthly and Rookie. Moreover, there is regional 
ranking based on the geographical location of viewers, and 
ranking calendar which shows the top artwork for each day. 
The various ranking algorithms help Pixiv users more easily 
explore the high-quality content on the site. It is user contri-
bution on ratings that makes it possible.

Submissions: Rating and Ranking:

Various rankings 
on Pixiv help users 
explore contents they 
are interested in.
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Figure11: Page of individual user’s works. Figure12: Work submission page.

Figure13: Various Rankings on Pixiv.
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Tag is an important feature on Pixiv which enables imag-
es to be grouped together in common themes and subjects. 
Ten tags are allowed for each work, and authors as well as 
any other users can add or delete tags, unless the author 
disables the editing tag function. Any user other than the 
original submitter who edits tags will be unable to edit any 
further for a certain period of time. The original submitter will 
be informed of any deleted tags. When users add a work to 
their bookmarks, they can choose tags from the original tag 
list and add them to bookmark tags.Users can get notifica-
tions when their works are bookmarked by others, and they 
can check the list of all users who have bookmarked a work 
and what bookmark tags they added.

Tags actually form the bone structure of the whole site. 
Tags are everywhere on the site. On each user’s “Works” 
page, a list of illustration tags will be displayed in the mode of 
“Tag Cloud List”, which means the tags that are much more 
popular than other tags will be in bold and in bigger size (See 

Figure14). In users’ Bookmark page, there is also a book-
mark clout list. Users can change the view of the list to nor-
mal line-by-line list. On the home page there is a section of 
“Featured Tags”, where the most popular tags are displayed 
in the aphetic and katakana order. In the page of “Popular 
Tags”, all popular tags will be displayed in the descending 
order of the numbers the tag is used. Users can add their 
favorite tags on the home page, too. Now the most popular 
tags on Pixiv are “Original”(1734611), “Touhou”(1439677) 
and “R-18”(968516). From the ranking of tags, people can 
know what is popular and have a better understanding the 
content proportion on the site.

Tags are not only used for searching content, but also 
used to sort all different content on the site. By clicking the 
tag name, users see the tag’s weekly top3 content, All Time 
Popular Illustrations, Latest Illustrations, Latest Novels, 
Groups, and Related tags as well as other featured tags.

Tags and Bookmarks:

Rating

At most 10 Tags

Have articles in 
Pixiv Encyclopedia 

Tag 
Cloud list 
for all this 
artist’s 
works.

When 
users add 
a work to 
bookmarks, 
they can 
insert tags 
for the 
bookmark 
or choose 
from the 
work’s tags.  

Artist
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Figure14: Illustration page for a user’s single work.
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The huge amount of tags on Pixiv not only makes it eas-
ier for users to search for artworks, but also provides valu-
able Japanese comic culture clues. Pixiv Encyclopedia is a 
place where users can log in with their Pixiv account, and 
create / edit articles for tags to help other users know more 
about the meaning, background and the context of the tags. 
The tags are organized into 14 categories: Anime, Manga, 
Novel, Game, Figure, Music, Art, Design, General, People, 
Character, Dialog, Event and Dojin group (See Figure15). 

Editing Articles for Tags on Pixiv Encyclopedia:
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Sociotechnical Process of User 
Contribution

Performance feedbacks
Rich performance feedbacks on Pixiv, such as rating, 

bookmarks, are very motivating for users. Users who con-
tribute on Pixiv usually desire for self-improvement, that is, 
to learn and gain competence. Many illustrators submit il-
lustrations of their “drawing skill evolution” to show people 
how their drawing skills and styles improved throughout 
years. Artists and illustrators have strong desires to make 
their work be booked marked by a lot of people, and this 
desire is presented through the tags they added to for their 
works, such as “1000 users Iri”(wish to be bookmarked by 
over 1000 users). On one hand, if an illustration didn’t get 
many rating scores or bookmarked, the user may practice 
his or her skills and challenge several times to get better 
results. On the other hand, positive feedbacks, such as high 
rating scores and getting a lot of bookmarks from others, 
may be “especially motivating because of people’s desire for 

self-enhancement, in other words, to feel good about them-
selves and maintain positive self-esteem.[11]”

Besides the bookmarks and rating system, the well de-
signed ranking system further encourages user contribu-
tion on the site. Users want their work to be seen by more 
people. The tags help users know what content maybe more 
popular among viewers. Users know at what time to submit 
what kind of artwork are more likely to be popular. Popular 
illustrators always can enter the ranking because they cu-
mulate a lot of followers, who tend to rate for each of their 
work. Rookie ranking and variable ranking methods provide 
more possibilities for new comers to make their artworks be 
seen by people.

These categories are for users to look up things more con-
veniently. But since one tag may fit into multiple categories, 
there is another more complicated classification system to 
organize these tags. Pixiv Encyclopedia is an important 
place for Amazon affiliate links as mentioned before, and it 
also has a lot of internal affiliate links, because the images 
used in the article and other relevant images are all from us-
ers’ illustrations.

Figure15: Articles of tags on Pixiv Encyclopedia.
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Regularly organizing official events/contests on certain 
topic or festivals is another method that Pixiv encourages 
user contribution. There are on average 3 illustration events/
contests  every month. Some of them are especially for 
publishing such as Quarterly Pixiv, some are sponsored by 
animation companies to promote their anime shows or mov-
ies, some are related to the holidays or festivals. Usually 
these events have a time limit of one month, and winners 
would have material prizes or get a chance to display their 
works to professional judges and boarder audience in pub-
lic. Previous research indicates that specific deadlines leads 
to increases in contribution as the deadlines approach, and 
rewards may be contingent on the quality of the contribu-
tions that are made or may be contingent solely on effort 
[12].Events or contests on Pixiv are combination of these 

Another important reason that users contribute to Pixiv 
constantly is that the site can bring them benefits to their 
career preparation, which increase users’ need-based com-
mitment to the site. According to needs-based models of so-
cial cohesion, people stay in a group only as long as they 
perceive the group and other members as being attractive 
and instrumental in fulfilling their personal goals[13]. Pixiv 
provides good chance for users to be professional in Manga 
field. “Nowadays there are more and more people debut on 
the Internet. In fact almost all young (manga) editors look 
at Pixiv to see whether there is someone who may help at 
once. [14]” For example, for some events and contests orga-
nized by Pixiv, users can get a chance to design for a brand 
or a product, and winners can get famous for their work in 
this way. In fact a contest of designing commercial mascot 
for a coffee brand is just going on  now and has got mass 
media’s attention[15]. Furthermore, there are already many 
examples of how artists got famous from Pixiv. Huke, a very 
popular artist now, caught attention from a musician for his 
work on Pixiv. And the music video they made together be-
came a big hit on niconico (Japanese video site), and Huke 
became famous almost overnight.
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Time-limit Events and Rewards

Preparation for careerPixiv Fantasia

Figure16: Festivals encourage certain content of user con-
tributions (e.g. Christmas & Valentines’ Day).

Figure17: More user contributions are 
related to the anime on air.

two stimulations for user contribution. Based on the tag data 
from Pixiv Encyclopedia, we can see a rapid increase of tag 
views for “Christmas” and “Valentine”  on Dec 24 and Feb 14 
(See Figure16).

Besides the official time-limit events, there are some in-
visible time limits of the anime / game trends that stimulate 
user contribution. There will be more fan arts related to a 
popular anime when it is on air than when it is over. Us-
ers would like to submit works before the trend fade out, so 
they are more likely to get more views and ratings. A good 
example is that the tag views of “Sword Art Online” decrease 
sharply as the anime end in January (See Figure17). So the 
contributions related to this anime are mainly made before 
January.

Pixiv Fantasia is a Fantasy Themed Project organized 
by Pixiv users. It was one of the most significant projects on 
Pixiv. Users create illustrations for characters, settings and 
battle stories, and their characters are cast in the story of 
five countries fighting for the supremacy over the continent. 
As a warrior in one of the countries, users create works with 
the tag of country they support, to win more views and rating 
scores for the country. The country that gets most points will 
win. The whole Pixiv Fantasia lasted for 4 years from 2008 
to 2012, divided into five parts, and each part has a different 
main storyline.

Pixiv Fantasia original art works instead of fan arts, and  
anyone with any level of drawing skills can participate, so it 
has attracted countless users and encouraged a lot of origi-
nal illustrations submitted to the site. Several art books are 
published with the best selections of artworks. Moreover, 
the uniqueness of users’ work could enhance contribution. 
According to the collective effort model, if people think they 
are unique, they should be more motivated to contribute be-
cause their contributions are likely to influence the group. 
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Groups: 

Various Image-based 
User Interactions on Pixiv

Free users on Pixiv can only create private groups and 
attract members through invitation, but premium users can 
create public groups on various topics which are open for 
anyone to join in. Now there are 2352 groups in total on Pix-
iv. These groups have greatly enriched the communications 
between users. After joined a group, users can create new 
posts, leave comments or “like” a post/comment. The posts 
are listed in time order, with the newest post on the top. Each 
post will show two latest comments below, and there is an 
option for users to show older comments. Users can easily 
insert images and even doodle in their comments, which are 
the most useful and impressive features on Pixiv groups, 
and they make the Pixiv groups unique and standing out 
from most other social media subgroups, where users can 

only leave text comments. These functions also stress the 
value of Pixiv as an illustration Social Network Site. In 2013 
Pixiv group ranking, the top 3 groups are all about drawing 
skills and painting tools. The biggest group on Pixiv is “I want 
my illustrations better” with 12491 members. This group is 
known for highly engaged interactions between skilled art-
ists and amateurs who need advice for their works. The sec-
ond biggest group is “SAI information exchange” with 7297 
members, and it is featured with technical Q&A about the 
most popular painting tool “SAI”. The third biggest group is 
“Analog Style”, where members display their work created in 
traditional tools instead of digital tools. This group has 5537 
members (See Figure18).

Pixiv separate user connections to “Favorite Users” 
and “My Pixiv”, to stress different user need -- one is to 
follow great creators and seek for high-quality artworks, 
another is to build an online impersonal illustration-based 
social network (See Figure19). Adding a user to favor-
ites, in other word, following a user, enables users to see 
a list of their favorite users and view the new submissions 
from them on the homepage. Requesting My Pixiv means 
sending a friend request to a user. When the request is 
accepted, both users can see each other on a list in the 

“Favorite Users” and  “My Pixiv”:
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Figure18: Top3 biggest groups on Pixiv.

Figure19: Favorite Users and “My Pixiv”.

section “My Pixiv” and view each other’s new submissions. 
The difference between “My Pixiv” and “Favorite users” is: 
“My Pixiv” is a two-way communication, which means us-
ers follows each other, it is mainly because they know 
each other in person online or offline. Friends in “My Pixiv” 
may not have high drawing skills, but people would like to 
keep an eye on each other and support each other emo-
tionally or technicality. On the contrary, the communica-
tion between users and their “Favorite Users” is one-way 
communication, like the “following” on twitter. Follower re-
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Staccfeed:
Staccfeed is like the feed on Facebook. Users can see themselves’, 

their friends’, and their favorite users’ activities on Pixiv, such as posing a 
stacc(status), bookmarking, adding to favorites, submitting and so on (See Fig-
ure20). These activities are all connected. For example, if one of your favorite 
user bookmarked an illustration, you can also see how many other your favorite 
users also bookmarked it, vise versa. Besides, comments or tweets will also be 
synchronized to the “comment” section.

Message and Pop Board:
The envelope icon for message and the rabbit icon for pop board are placed 

on the top of the page, next to each other. The number of new messages or noti-
fications will be shown in red squares on the icon (See Figure21). The message 
systems enable users send out in-site messages to any other users, with a title 
limited to 2-30 words, and the content is limited from 10-1000 words. Pop board 
notify users about four kinds of information: 

1)New comments that users get for artworks or for posts in groups; 2)The 
work get new bookmarked by others; 3)The latest rating scores the work cur-
rently get; 4)New “likes” that the users get for posts in groups (See Figure22).  

Unlike messages that will be saved in the history, these notifications disap-
pear after users check them.

Events:
On Pixiv, users with Premium account can create events which have a cer-

tain theme and will be held offline. Most of the events are little markets selling 
fan artworks such as art books and fan comics, some other events are big anime 
conventions. Users can check out the event details participate either as a circle 
(with several creators that will sell their works), or as a visitor.
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Figure20: Staccfeed connects users’ 
activities with activities of their favorite 

users and “my pixiv“.

Figure21: Message and Pop Board 
icons.

ceive feed from their favorite users, but not vise versa, unless they follow each 
other. Followers don’t know their favorite users in person, and the reason of 
following them is that they have great artworks and very high drawing skills.

A characteristic of interactions on Pixiv is that users usually have far more 
“favorite users” than “My Pixiv” friends. This shows that although Pixiv is called 
illustration SNS, it works differently with Facebook, and to some extend it is 
more like a combination of Pinterest and Twitter. According to Boyd and Ellison 
(2007), the term “Social Network Site” reflects actual usage patterns, in that 
individuals are typically using the sites to articulate and reflect offline social re-
lationships[16]. But users on Pixiv are much more open to strangers, because 
they are more focus on the content instead of relationships, in which way they 
can get more values from the site.

Figure22: Different types of notifications 
have different icons on Pop Board.
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Sociotechnical Process of 
Image-based User Interactions

Among all the user interactions on Pixiv, the communica-
tions within Pixiv Groups are the most outstanding and can 
fully display the unique value of Pixiv as an illustration SNS. 
The Information and Communication Technologies(ICTs) on 
Pixiv help users gain sociotechnical capital and enable user 
interactions that would otherwise be troublesome or impos-
sible. Proposed by Resnick(2001), the term “sociotechnical 
capital” is used to refer to productive combinations of social 
relations and information and communication technology. It 
derives from social capital, and it is a special case, a subset 
of social capital, but an important one because technologi-
cal advances have provided many new opportunities that 
have not been examined from the social capital perspec-
tive (Resnick,2001)[17].Sociotechnical capitals offer users 
opportunities to remove barriers to the image-based user 
interactions on Pixiv. As mentioned before, it is very easy for 
users to insert illustrations when they are creating new posts 
or leaving comments on Pixiv groups. In fact there are three 
kinds of sociotechnical process associated with the behavior 
of commenting, each of which overcomes different difficul-
ties and encourages different kinds of user interactions. 

First, users can insert in-site illustrations on Pixiv. When 
the input box is clicked, thumbnails of 8 illustrations that the 
user recently browsed would show up below (See Figure23), 
and by clicking the thumbnail, the URL will be inserted in the 
comment box. After the content is submitted, the URL will be 
shortened to the format “illust/(work number)”, and an illus-
tration preview with width of 176px will show on the right of 
the post, with title and artist shown at the bottom of the illus-
tration (See Figure24). Users can go to the illustration page 

through the shortened link, the preview image or the illustra-
tion title, or they can go to the user profile through the user 
name. This feature was mainly used by users to promote 
their artworks in groups, because it helps users overcome 
two barriers: 

• 1) There are so many new submissions each second, but 
the home page only shows 6 thumbnails. So users’ new sub-
missions are buried too quickly and cannot be seen on the 
home page. 

• 2) New submissions are sorted by time and tags, and us-
ers need to actively do searching to see illustrations gather 
around a tag/theme. 

With the sociotechnical feature of inserting illustrations 
that are on Pixiv into the post/comments, users can attract 
other to click in their works, and get more rating scores and 
bookmarks. For those middle-level artist/illustrators who are 
not very outstanding, communications with other users can 
make a difference and help artworks enter the rankings. 
One Pixiv user suggests to “enter many groups of different 
genres and characters, especially the group with large mem-
ber count. Users can give their works some public appeal by 
creating posts saying ‘This is my new work’ in the group, so 
group members will go and have a look. Those who have 
high rating scores always joined in many groups.[18]” 
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Figure23: Insert in-site illustrations -- thumbnails of 8 illus-
trations that the user recently browsed would show up.

Figure24: Inserting in-site illustrations helps 
self-promoting.
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Second, directly uploading local image files is another 
type of sociotechnical process associated with image-based 
communication in Pixiv groups, and it greatly satisfies us-
ers’ need of getting advice and suggestions for their works, 
and the need of learning from other users. After the image 
file is chosen and submitted to the post, it will also show 
in 176px wide on the right of the post, but with no title or 
creator name on the bottom. A pop-up window will show a 
larger size of the image, but it doesn’t link to any page on the 
site. In other words, the image is isolated with the site. With 
these features, the images uploaded by users are mainly 
drafts and sketches. Especially in the groups aiming to im-
prove members’ drawing skills collaboratively, users upload 
their drafts to ask for improvement, and other users will save 
them, make changes, and re-upload them to illustrate these 
changes and improvements. This feature helps users re-
move two barriers: 

1) Users feel reluctant to submit drafts or poorly-done 
works to the illustration page, if most other works there are 
highly-finished and can represent the artists’ drawing skills. 

2) Many drafts are generated in a row between users if 
they ask for improvement and get response back and forth. 
And users may don’t want these communications public to 
everybody on the site. 

The feature that allows users to upload local image files 
on Pixiv groups has offered a convenient and relatively iso-
lated place for users to interaction with other users through 
artworks, learn from each other, get practical and technical 
helps, improve their works, and gain competence (See Fig-
ure25).

Third, the tool “scribble” embedded in the input box en-
ables users to draw in the post. After submitted, the drawing 
will be shown under the text, in 420px wide (See Figure26). 
The tool looks fun but in fact it is not very motivating for user 
interactions compared to other tools. There are mainly two 
reasons why the scribble is underused: 1) The previous two 
functions of inserting images have well satisfied most user 
needs, and the scribble function neither can helps users pro-
mote their works to get higher ratings or ranking, not it can 
help users improve the illustrations they are working on. 2)
The scribble function is very limited. Since it is only a built-
in drawing tool for communication, it  has far less features 
compared to other various kinds painting tools. The look of 
the lines, color choices and settings are very limited. Users 
would like to use the painting tool they prefer, rather than us-
ing the scribble function on the site. 

Despite the fact that “scribble” function is limited and 
underused, it still has its unique value and can help us-
ers overcome certain barriers in communication. Since the 
scribbled image is wider than other two types of image, and 
its color is limited to be more simple and clear, it is more eye-
catching. Based on this feature, users use “Scribble” tool to 
highlight some group’s administrative content. For example, 
in the group “SAI information exchange”, the administrator 
created a post to let newcomers greet through comments 
under that post, in order to avoid great amount of useless 
greeting posts taking up the space of the group (See Fig-
ure27). Scribbled drawing is used to make the post standing 
out from other posts.

Figure25: Highly engaged interactions between 
artists to improve their works

Figure26: Scribble function in comment area

Figure27: Scribble used for administration
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New User Socialization: 
Groups, Rookie Ranking and 
Pixiv Encyclopedia

As an illustration SNS with strong Japanese comic-style 
and distinctive audience, Pixiv never lacks newcomers. The 
straightforward user interface makes it easy for new users to 
explore and submit works. The site shows 6 newest submis-
sions on the homepage, so newcomers have a chance to 
make their works seen by everyone and get feedbacks (See 
Figure28). The number of viewings, ratings, comments and 
rating scores encourage user associations and help keep 
new members around, even if the number is not big. Previ-
ous research shows that initial positive interactions help re-
tain new members. Newcomers to usenet groups are more 
likely to come back for subsequent visits if others reply to 
them (Arguello et al. 2006). 

On Pixiv, initial positive interactions mainly happen in 
Pixiv groups in the form of greeting posts. In some groups 
with fewer members, users can create their initial posts and 
greet to other members. Usually this kind of posts can get 
many “likes”, which give newcomers a feeling of being wel-
comed. In groups with hundreds of thousands of members, 
the group administrator will set up a post called “Greeting 
Board” especially for newcomers to greet in the comment 
section. One Greeting Board can have at most 100 com-
ments, so new Greeting Boards will be set when the old one 
is full. In the group “SAI information exchange”, there are 17 
Greeting Boards. Although users get fewer “comments” and 
“likes” in Greeting Boards than in individual greeting posts, 
greeting board is still very helpful in keeping newcomers 
around because greeting is like a ceremony for newcomers 
which can strengthen their feeling of belonging to the group.

Another way that Pixiv strengthen initial feedbacks for 
new users is Rookie ranking. Rookie ranking is one of the 
many kinds of ranking mechanisms on Pixiv, and it is the 
ranking of works whose creators have never had their works 
get into the top 500 daily ranking. For creators who for the 
first time get into the Rookie Rankings, there will be a red 
notification “Debut!” under the ranking number of the work. 
Although “Rookie” means new users, but in fact some cre-
ators in Rookie ranking are not new users to the site. For 
example, the 26th work in the ranking is done by the user 
“S Road”, whose first submission is on December 13, 2010. 
This shows that the “Rookie” only means “new to the daily 
rankings”. Rookie ranking provide users more chances for 
their work to be seen by others, which to some degree miti-
gate the problem that popular artist are always take up the 

places in daily ranking. Users who enter the Rookie ranking 
will be more motivated to improve their drawing skills and try 
to enter the daily rankings [19].

The third effort for user socialization on Pixiv is Pixiv En-
cyclopedia. Through providing collectively created article of 
tags, Pixiv Encyclopedia is helping newcomers who are not 
familiar with Pixiv culture learn the ropes. Compared to the 
standard FAQ sections on Pixiv, the Pixiv Encyclopedia is 
more useful for users to get socialized on the site. The stan-
dard FAQ helps documents to familiarize newcomers with 
how the community operates, which can be thought of as 
a variant of collective socialization [20]. Similarly, Pixiv En-
cyclopedia helps to familiarize newcomers with what tags 
mean and how they build the structure and culture of the 
site in a collective way. When users click in the popular tags 
on the homepage, they can see the link to the article for 
this tag on Pixiv Encyclopedia. On the article page, a lot of 
affiliated links to related articles, tags and illustrations will 
be provided, helping newcomers to explore the site. Pixiv 
Encyclopedia also introduces many features on Pixiv, which 
users cannot find in the Pixiv FAQ.
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Figure28: 6 thumbnails for new submissions
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Copyright Problems Mentioned 
in Terms of Use

Copyright problems is always a main concern for illustra-
tion SNS like Pixiv. Unlike deviantART where “artist grants 
to deviantART a worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive li-
cense...”[21], In Pixiv, artworks are all rights reserved, ac-
cording to its Terms of Use, Article 17 “Image Data License”- 
“all image data posted on this service are the copyright of 
the user who created the images”. Also, based on Article 
13 “Prohibited Acts”, the following acts are prohibited: 1)“in-
fringement or possible infringement of intellectual property 
rights such as copyright or design right of our company or 
a third party.” 2) “Reprinting of image data from this site 
without the creator’s permission.” When users conduct pro-
hibited acts, Pixiv may “terminate or suspend their member-
ship, delete part or all of the image data from the account or 
change the user’s published limitation [22]”. 

However, even with the Term of Use, there is so little Pixiv 
can do to prevent copyright infringement. In 2011, Pixiv was 
criticized because of their relayed response to the copyright 
infringement caused by a Japanese modern art group “Cha-
os Lounge”, where the group members modify and tear other 
artists’ artworks into pieces and reorganized them together. 
A number of artists left Pixiv because Pixiv was suspected to 

support the group in back. To deal with the issue, Pixiv de-
nied that it was cooperating with the group in producing and 
exhibiting works. Although the group has been introduced 
in the events and magazines alongside Pixiv, Pixiv said that 
there was no relationship between the two in these activities 
[23]. On July 27, 2011, Pixiv apologized to users, claiming 
the site will “be back to the basic standpoint of making a 
place for comfortable creative activities”, and it will deeply 
reflect its current policies. The site explained its delay in tak-
ing action by saying that it could not judge whether the fact 
of copyright infringement was indeed exist, and it needed 
time to verify the relationship between the complaint and the 
accused, so it was difficult to take quick action to the mem-
ber of “Chaos Lounge”. The site added that it hoped that it 
would deal with the dispute while hearing from its users and 
outside experts [24]. In this era, as more and more content 
is being submitted and sharing on SNS, is it really possible 
for creators to protect their copyright? On Pixiv, what most 
artists are doing now is to submit images with relatively low 
resolution, preventing illegal reprinting. On Pixiv, users can 
also click “report this link” to report inappropriate content or 
violation of copyright law.
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Conclusion
For anyone who wants to build an illustration SNS, Pixiv 

is definitely a good e-community to look at.  As an illustration 
Social Network Site, Pixiv does a good job in connecting 
artists as well as art enthusiasts, encouraging constant user 
contributions, increasing user commitment to the site and 
socializing new users. The site separate user connections to 
“Favorite Users” and “My Pixiv”, to stress different user need 
-- one is to follow great creators and seeking for high-quality 
artworks, another is to build an online impersonal illustration-
based social network. Various sociotechnical tools such as 
rating system, tags, Pixiv Encyclopedia, groups, and image 
inserting functions, have provided users with a lot of ways to 
contribute to the site, and they also have greatly enhanced 
the user interactions. It is also very impressing that Pixiv has 
successfully supported itself in many online and offline busi-
ness models and strategies. 

However, there are also some limitations to the site. On 
one hand, having a strong Japanese comic style enables 
the site to make the audience more focused on the young 
fans for Japanese Anime/Comic/Game, and the unique style 
have made the site standing out from other illustration/pic-
ture-based SNS, it has also to some degree made the e-
community discouraging or reluctant to other art style, such 
as the American manga style, serious art style, ED art and so 
on, which decreases the diversity and creativity on the site. 
Furthermore, potential copyright problems are still threaten-
ing the right of creators on Pixiv. The easiness for people to 
save high resolution illustrations make the artworks vulner-
able to modifying, distributing online, and reprinting.
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